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Current Steyr factory as discussed in TMC 104"

Biography of Ernst Reichmayr
Born in Steyr in 1957, Mr. Reichmayr grew up and lived
in Weyer (20 miles from the Steyr Mannlicher factory). He
graduated from Coral Gables High School, Coral Gables,
FL, and from Vienna Law School, Austria (Ph. D.) His first
working experience was in banking (Creditanstalt- previous owner of Steyr Mannlicher). He founded First Investment Bank in Austria and advised Eastern European countries with first privatizations after the fall of the Iron Curtain
in 1989. He left investment banking to work in industry
becoming CFO of Head Sports. He later joined Andlinger
& Company, Inc. Tarrytown, as partner and started First
Central European operations. He bought and headed various companies in Europe (sales from $35m to S1.5bn ). Together with his friend and partner Gerhard Unterganschnigg
he bought Steyr Mannlicher in 2007.
Mr Reichmayer has family ties to Steyr Mannlicher. After
WW II, his grandfather was in charge of the wooden stock
production at Steyr. Both Gerhard Unterganschnigg and Er-

nest grew up hunting, and Mr. Reichmayer still owns hunting grounds near the Steyr Mannlicher factory.
Changes at Steyr Mannlicher since 2007 are significant:
• They invested $8m in Steyr Mannlicher factory to buy
new equipment and bring industrial layout and logistics up
to modem standards;
• They brought in technical talents (4 young engineers plus
Michael Engesser as Managing Director - he is former MD
of Heckler & Koch and was head of R&D and production
there);
• They restructured Steyr Arms, -Inc. by bringing in new
management (Scott O'Brien- brother of former GSI'head
of sales and now Surefire Executive Jon O'Brien) and moving back to Trussville; and
• As ofFebruary 2010, they also took over exclusive import
and distribution function for Merkel and AnschUtz products
and merged the US operations of both organisations.

The History of Steyr-Mannlicher
A Book Review by Thomas L. Seefeldt
I received a copy of the History of Steyr Mannlicher. I ordered from Steyr Arms and I am delighted. It is
what it claims to be: A history of Steyr Mannlicher. The
book contains many photographs of the Steyr Werks including the magnificent Waffensall (Hall of Arms) built in 1915
and moved in its entirety to a new site in 1990. The first
several pages deal in general history with photographs and
biographies of the four most important men ofSteyr 's early
development: Werndol, Holub, Mannlicher, and Schonauer.
The book is laid out with color photos of firearms on the
left page with a brief description on the right page. There
is mention of the 'perfect' muzzle loader, the Lorenz, but
the book deals mainly in the cartridge firearm realm. This
begins with the 1867 Werndl through the most recent Steyr
AUG and auto-loading pistols. Many variations of arms are
shown. The arms in the chapters are reviewed in chronological order for the most part, so the reader gets a sense of
the progression and development of the Steyr-Mannlicher
firearms. Some of the chapters are military, pistol, shotgun, sporting, and edged weapons. The edged weapons are
mostly bayonets. There is an excellent photograph of the
Pioneers (Engineers) Sabre M.1853. I owned one of these
once and regret selling it to an edged weapons collector.

Some might be disappointed by the lack of attention
given to the 1903 through 1961 Mannlicher Schonauers, they
are addressed but not all models. The one error I did note
is the Steyr Zephyr .22 appears to be listed as first offered
in1963 while it was actually 1953, no doubt a typo.
This book is not a detailed description of the SteyrMannlicher firearms. It does not delve into the operations systerns and internal details. It is rather a brief, concise history
and a treasure of information on the basic overall production
of various models of Steyr firearms . Some seldom noted arms
include the Steyr SP, the M1901 pistol carbine and some early
hammer shotguns. MCA members and collectors of all things
Steyr and Mannlicher should appreciate this book.
The 8 1/2 x 12, 127-page book is available from Steyr
Arms, the current importer of Steyr firearms, for $85.00. The
book, products and many other Steyr accessories are available from their website www.stey rarms.com. At the site be
sure to sign up for the Steyr email newsletter that is available
at no cost. This will allow you to receive all the latest news
and information on Steyr Arms and their products. Be sure to
mention you are a member of the MCA to show our support
for Steyr.

ATTEND THE ANNUAL MEETING
If you haven't been to a gun show with approximately 10 acres of tables and every
imaginable firearm you may want, then you owe it to yourself to attend the Nov 12-13
2011 show in Tulsa Ok. Not by accident, we are holding our annual meeting in conjunction with this event. We have a special room rate (on a first come basis) at the Hilton.
Call 918-492-5000 and tell them you are with the Mannlicher Collectors Association.
The President's reception will be at 5:30PM on the 11th. Please come and make this
year's event special. LEL

What Others Say
".256 (6.5mrn) Mannlicher- Schoenauer. This is the smallest caliber with which you could possibly expect to have satisfactory results in general African hunting. Its 160-gr bullet
has probably a better diameter-to-weight ratio than any other bullet on the market. It is very accurate and has excellent
penetration, both when used as a solid and soft nose. What
"Cartridges suitable for timber and brush hunting.
must surely be the world 's record bag with any rifle, much
6.5 Mannlicher Schoenauer 160 gr. At 2300 feet velocity."
less with a small bore, is held by the little 6.5mrn MannElmer Kieth, Pg.5 Big Game rifles and Cartridges.
licher-Schoenauer in the hands of Banks, recently retired
"The Mannlicher-Schoenauer is a light, cute little rifle, but from the Elephant Control staff in Uganda-three elephants
the rotary magazine makes it difficult to convert to anything to the one shot! He shot one which fell against two others,
but the original caliber, the bolt handle is in the wrong place, and all three of them tumbled over a precipice."
John Taylor, pg 180 African Rifles and Cartridges
and the action is not as strong as the Mauser."
Jack O'Connor, pg 62 The Rifle Book
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Here is what some notable gun writers had to say
about our beloved Mannlicher Schoenauers. (Members are
encouraged to e-mail similar finds to lynnlevengood@gmail.
com)

Mannlichers Afield

Member Peter Anderson - shot this buffalo in 2007 with his 1905 MS 9x56 using a 250 gr hawk bullet.

From the Archives
In addition to books, the MCA archives also has a collection
of periodicals, catalogues, and other media related to Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher and Steyr.
The periodical collection consists of articles from various
magazines and journals, and was indexed by the prior archivist (Kevin Tikker) as follows:

or Mannlicher in any of your reading, please make a copy
and send it in! I will index it and add it into the collection.
In addition to the periodical collection the archives also has
a collection of Steyr catalogues, brochures from importers,
and other 'advertising literature ' . This is often a valuable
source of information regarding which models or options
were offered.

B100-199:

General information about
Ferdinand Ritter von Mannlicher and Steyr
Early single shot rifles
B200-299:
Straight pull bolt action rifles
B300-399:
Mannlicher-Schoenauer models
B400-499:
Modern Steyr/Mannlicher rifles
B500-599:
B600-699:
General accounts that mention
Mannlicher or Steyr arms
B700-799:
Steyr pistols
B800-899:
Other Steyr products
B900-999:
Mannlicher/Steyr cartridge information
B 1000-7000: Miscellaneous

In 2002 a catalogue of archive material was published,
which contains the material indexed up to that time. There
are five copies left and are available for $10 each (including
shipping). Since that date I have created an electronic index
and have been adding in new additions in that format. If
you are looking for information on a specific model please
let me know, and I can quickly search to see what we have
available.

Most of the articles are black & white photocopies, but we
do have some original magazines. Many of these articles
are the result of members sending in copies from their favorite magazines or journals, so if you see mention of Steyr

Chris Ebert
MCA Archives
P.O. Box 966 • Washougal, WA 98671
ebertcb@yahoo.com

Lastly the archives also hold a few VHS and DVD's, including a copy of the latest MCA safari to Africa.
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Load Data for Pre-WWl Mannlicher-Schoenauer Caliber
by H. Owen
There are very few loading sources for the early
Mannlicher-Schoenauer calibers, particularly the 8x56 MS,
9x56 MS, and the 9.5x57 MS. To remedy this, I collected every published load for these calibers that I have been able to
find over the last several years. About half have already been
published in Mannlicher Collectors Assn. newsletters, but
were scattered among the different issues . I hope that these
loadings will be useful forMS owners and reloaders of these
calibers. The list includes the type of powder, the weight of
the bullet in grains, the quanity of powder in grains, the velocity in feet-per-second (fps), and the source of the load.
Some clarifications: I only included loads with powders that are still commonly available and only included the
maximum load from a given source. I did include different
loads for the same powder, amount, and bullet weight when
they came from different sources (to show the difference in
velocity recorded by different sources) . I also included a few
lesser loads that were specifically listed as being "reduced
loads".
All of the bullets are jacketed unless they specifically
say "cast" in the notes. All of the loads assume the bullets
are correct diameter for the barrel (this is particularly a
caution for the 9x56 MS loads - slug the barrel). ALWAYS
REMEMBER to start 10% to 15% low and work up slowly.

I have tried several different powders and bullets with
my 9.5x57MS. IMR3031 and Norma N201 powders seem to
be little bit too fast for maximum velocity and bullet weights .
They work better with less than maximum velocity and/or
lighter bullet weights. However, lighter bullets often have
feeding problems. IMR 4064 is accurate and works well at
maximum loads and bullet weights in my rifles.

Mannlicher Shooting Contest

Buyer Beware

Because our organization advocates the SHOOTING of our
cherished MS firearms, I thought it would be fun to have the
membership showcase their rifles and skill by having an oldfashioned shooting contest. Enclosed in this month's TMC
is the target for you to use and submit. Feel free to photocopy as many as you like, go the range, shoot some 100yard groups from a bench using sand bags and send them
in. Bragging rights and prizes will be awarded at the annual
meeting in Tulsa. If you don't attend, it's OK as the results
will be published in the Winter TMC and prizes mailed. The
Catagories will be as follows :
Scope or Iron sights
Pre 1950 7mm and smaller
Pre 1950 8mm
Pre 1950 9mm and larger
1950 and newer 7mm and smaller
1950 and newer .30 cal. and larger
Shoot as many 4 (four) shot group targets as you like and
submit your targets to the TMC editor being sure to fill out
the requested data on the target. If you are using factory
ammo, so indicate including the bullet weight and type.
You have all summer to load ammo and shoot so I urge/expect everyone to enter, hopefully with each MS you own.
Even if your rifle shoots larger groups send in your results so
we can analyze the data and publish the average group size
and "accuracy loads" for each caliber. LEL
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If there is more than one source listed for some
loads, the oldest one is listed first. The full source for the
abbreviations are as follows :
1. MCA = Mannlicher collectors Assn. newsletter with the
number of the issue.
2. Ideal = Ideal load books with the number of the issue.
3. Phil Sharpe = Complete Guide to Handloading book,
1941 edition
4. P.O. Ackley= Handbook for Shooters & Reloaders,
3rd printing
5. Ken Waters= Pet Loads book
6. Barnes COTW =Cartridges of the World, 8th Edition
7. H. Owen =Articles by me in MCA #80
8. C. Ebert= Article by Mr. Ebert in MCA #73

For the last few years the collection of a late, well known
Mannlicher Schoenauer collector has been for sale. One of
the rifles is listed as a Holland & Holland 6.5x54 screw together take down at a price of $9300.00. I thought the price
might be negotiable so I sent for photos. I had previously
seen an "H &H" Mannlicher which had the top of the bbl.
engraved Holland & Holland - London, but this one was not
marked, so I got in contact with H&H' s London expert. He
assured me that if their name and location is not engraved on
the bbl. and their serial number is not on the trigger guard
bow, it is not their work. I contacted the seller requested and
received an additional set of different photos of the same rifle
which were much clearer and more detailed. The action was
clearly marked system 1930, (therefore a Greek army rifle).
Further research proved it was sporterized and converted to
a take down and the photos show it was signed on top of
the bbl. just forward of the receiver ring by Hambrusch, a
gunsmith in Ferlach Austria. A nice piece, but not worth anywhere near the asking price. Tom Tompkins

Loading data for the 8x56 Mannlicher-Schoenauer caliber

Loading data for the 9x56 Mannlicher-Schoenauer caliber

Bullet Wt. Powder Wt. Velocity
Source
All bullets jacketed and sized to fit the barrel. All loads maximum.

Bullet Wt. Powder Wt. Velocity
Source
All bullets jacketed and sized to fit the barrel. All loads maximum.

IMR 3031
236gr
227gr
200gr
170gr
154gr
150gr

IMR 3031
280gr
270gr
250gr
250gr
245gr
225gr
200gr
200gr
200gr
200gr

powder
45.5gr
46.5gr
40.0gr
43.0gr
45.0gr
43.5gr

2,200fps
2,265fps
2,050fps
2,385fps
2,490fps
2,501fps

Phil Sharpe
Phil Sharpe
Barnes COTW & MCA #77
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Ken Waters & MCA #65

IMR 4198 powder
154gr
34.0gr
43.5gr
154gr

2,285fps
2,730fps

Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Ideal #35

Norma N203 powder
227gr
45.5gr
198gr
48.3gr

2,329fps
2,526fps

IMR4320
236gr
227gr
154gr

powder
48.0gr
39.0gr
47.0gr

IMR4064 powder
236gr
41 .0gr
44.0gr
227gr
175gr
44.5gr
150gr
46.0gr

powder
43.0gr
45.0gr
45.0gr
42.0gr
44 .0gr
45.0gr
45.0gr
44.0gr
44.0gr
44.0gr

2,010fps
2,250fps
2, 167fps
2,075fps
2,103fps
2, 196fps
2,258fps
2,195fps
2,013fps
2,185fps

Phil Sharpe & Ideal #38 & MCA #7
MCA#76
C. Ebert & MCA #73 (23" bbl)
P.O. Ackley
Ken Waters (23" bbl)
C. Ebert MC & MCA #73
C. Ebert & MCA #73 (23" bbl)
Ken Waters (23" bbl)
C. Ebert & MCA #73 (18" bbl)
P.O. Ackley

Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5 & #77

H 4895 powder
245gr
45.0gr
200gr
46.0gr
200gr
47.0gr

2,114fps
2,240fps
2,253fps

Ken Waters & MCA # 73
Ken Waters (23" bbl)
MCA#73

2,455fps
2,280fps
2,485fps

ldeal#35
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5

IMR4895 powder
44.0gr
220gr
200gr
45.0gr

2,085fps
2,240fps

P.O. Ackley
P.O. Ackley

1,950fps
2,065fps
2,393fps
2,520fps

Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5
Ken Waters & MCA #65
Ken Waters & MCA #65

IMR4320 powder
47.0gr
245gr
47.0gr
200gr

2,258fps
2,253fps

Ken Waters (23" bbl)
Ken Waters (23" bbl)

IMR4064
280gr
280gr
245gr
220gr
200gr
200gr

2, 160fps
2,035fps
2,130fps
2,100fps
2, 187fps
2,165fps

P.O. Ackley
Phil Sharpe & Ideal #38 & MCA #7 & #73
Ken Waters (23" bbl)
P.O. Ackley
Ken Waters (23" bbl)
P.O. Ackley

Reduced loads and/or miscellaneous powder & bullets
236gr
34.0gr
1, 750fps
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5- IMR3031
236gr
38.0gr
1,760fps
Phil Sharpe & MCA#S - IMR4320
236gr
38.0gr
1,760fps
Phil Sharpe - IMR4064
227gr
39.0gr
1,950fps
Phil Sharpe & MCA #5 --IMR3031
200gr
45.0gr
2,084fps
Ken Waters & MCA #65 -- IMR 4350
175gr
45.0g r
2,344fps
Ken Waters & MCA #65- RL 15
175gr
44.0gr
2,316fps
Ken Waters & MCA #65 -- IMR4895
170gr
44 .0gr
2,260fps
Barnes COTW & MCA #5 & #77 -- IMR4895
150gr
45.0gr
2,374fps
Ken Waters & MCA#65 - RL-12
Reported Factory Loads (from COTW)
200gr
2, 165fps
Western
200gr
2,200fps
~emington
200gr
2,200fps
Eley-Kynoch
202gr
2, 170fps
RWS
Note: This is NOT the same as the Smm Mannlicher rimmed cartridge.

Loading data for the 9.5x57 Mannlicher-Schoenauer caliber
Bullet Wt. Powder Wt. Velocity
Source
All bullets jacketed and sized to fit the barrel. All loads maximum.
IMR 3031
286gr
270gr
270gr
235gr
235gr

powder
42.0gr
45.0gr
44.0gr
43.5gr
47.5gr

2,040fps
2,250fps
2,150fps
2,200fps
2,400fps

Barnes COTW & MCA #66 & #76
O.H.EIIiott, 45ksi - MCA #2 & #66 & #76
Barnes COTW & MCA #66
O.H.EIIiott -- MCA #2 & #66
O.H.EIIiott- MCA #2 & #66

IMR4895 powder
285gr
43.5gr
27~0llr
47.5gr
270gr
45.5gr
235gr
49.5gr
235gr
43.5gr

2,150fps
2,250fps
2, 150fps
2,400fps
2,200fps

O. H.EIIiott - MCA #2 & #66 & #76
O. H.EIIiott, 45ksi -- MCA #2 & #66
MCA#76
O.H.EIIiott - MCA #2 & #66
MCA #76

IM R4064
270gr
270gr
270gr

2, 150fps
2,090fps
2,160fps

MCA#66
H. Owen (20"bbl)
H. Owen (20"bbl)

powder
46.0gr
46.0gr
48.0gr

Miscellaneous powder
270gr
46.0gr
2,250fps
2,400fps
235gr
48.0gr

O. H.EIIiott- MCA #2 & #66- Norma N20 1
O.H.EIIiott- MCA #2 & #66 - Norma N201

Reported Factory Loads
272gr
2, 148fps
272gr
2,228fps
270gr
2, 150fps
270gr
2,250fps
270gr
45.0gr
2, 150fps

Barnes COTW & MCA #66
Steyr & MCA #66
Eley-Kynoch & Barnes & MCA #66
Taylor & MCA #66
Cordite, MCA #84 (25" bbl)

powder
46.0gr
46.0gr
46.0gr
44.0gr
48.0gr
45.0gr

Reported Factory Loads (from COTW)
280gr
1,850fps
245gr
2,1OOfps
245gr
2,200fps
205gr
2, 114fps

Remington
Eley-Kynoch
Kynoch
Unidentified Factory

Reduced Loads and/or miscellaneous powder & bullets
280gr
38.0gr
1,715fps
Ph"il Sharpe & Ideal #38 -- IMR303l
1,840fps
Lyman -- IMR303 1
250gr
37.0gr
250gr
47. 0gr
2,205fps
MCA #73- Norma N202
220gr
38.0gr
1,885fps
MCA #7- IMR3031
200gr
41 .0gr
2,024fps
Ken Waters (23" bbl) -- RL-7
165gr
13.5gr
1, 186fps
Lyman cast 358238 - SR4759
165gr
7.0gr
1,100fps
Lymancast358238-Unique

Odds and Ends
CHECK OUT Tom Topkin's website mannlichersschoenauer.com
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS to organize hunting trips
for our members. Africa, Argentina, and New Zeland
come to mind or even a feral hog shoot here in the
USA. The only rule is that participants use Mannlicher rifles. You can limit the amount of hunters or
just pos t an inquiry in the next TMC that you are exploring putting a hunt together (with the location and
what game will be available) to see how many members might be interested. Contact me at
lynnlevengood@gmail.com, and I will answer any
questions and do what Jcan to help
AUCTION ITEMS NEEDED.
One highlight .of the annual meeting is the live outcry
auction where we auction off donated hems. Please
check out your loading bench , gun room/cabinet and
bookshelf for any items which may qe of interest to
om members .that you are willing t~ donate. Box them
up and mall them to our president, Rob Blank, 1050
Jacklin Rd., Milpitas Ca.95035 . LEL
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Mannlichers Afield

Your Editor with this spring's tundra
Grizzly taken near Shishmaref, Alaska
with his GK 30-06 using Hornady
Superformance 180 gr SST bullets.

Dear Editor:
This is a picture of myself and my MannlicberScboenauer Model 1950, 270 Win, and a 6 point, very large
whitetail buck I shot in Dec. 1964, in North Eastern PA. On
Thursday of the 1st week of gun buck season, I was heading
up a logging road behind our cabin to drive for my uncle and
a friend who were handicapped and limited to movement.
When I reached the top of the road, by a higher ridge,
I decided to take a look for myself. As an inch of soft snow
fell and it was cloudy, I moved to stop and stand and check
the area out before heading down to a lower ledge. As I
moved on, to my right I spotted the buck getting up slowly
from its bed. I swung my Mannlicher to the right, aimed
and fired a Rem. 150 grain round nose Core-Lokt and hit
him in the chest. He went off the ledge and hit the ground
hard. I followed a good blood trail down the ledge 25 yards
where he was leaning against a stump. I tried to move him
but I couldn't make him budge. So I gutted him out, but I still
could not move him. I had to get the landowner, who was a
logger, who was sharpening his mill saw. We busted the rope
3 times trying to get the buck up the ridge before reaching the
logging road and heading down the hill to camp.
My Mannlicheer was given to me by my father, brand
new, when I was 16 years old and was in the 11th grade in
high school. It is the best rifle there ever was and still is today. I am now 74 years old and the newer guns will never
surpass the Mannlicher's quality.
Sincerely, Robert Edmondson, Jr., Scranton, PA.
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Collectors Classified Policy
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BOUGHT

SOLD

TRADED

A.W. TOMPKINS
!171177o-4106 (doya)
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Double set trigger adjusting screws for M-S
and others. Phillips head, plated brass, Not
original, $9.00/12 postpaid(USA) $ 12.00/12
overseas. Don Henry, PO Box 7144, Salem, OR
. 97303 (57)
Lyman #36 aperture sight forMS Model 1950
and later with rectangular bolt stop. Never used,
original box & instructions. $300, call Hugh at
(360) 856-6594 or hughdougher@hotmail.com
M1952 .30-06 carbine DST with Steyr Pivot
stud quick detachable mount and Kahles-We in
Helia 26 2-6x scope (factory serviced in 2009).
$2200 plus shipping. Excellent condition. Contach Hugh at (360) 856-6594 or hughdougher@
hotmail.com. [101]
Four piece cleaning rod, MS carbine,1903,
WANTED
05, 08, 10. $ 100.00 Anyone in need of magazines for the .22 Steyr Zephyr? Contact Philip
WANTED - Pictures of your successful hunting via sparholt@mail.tele.dk (90)
trips using Mannlicher firearms. Send to TMC Clip magazines for Steyr Zephyr .22.5-and 10
Editor, 931 Vide Way, Fairbanks, AK 99712-1134 round. Philip - sparholt@mail.tele.dk (90)
1550(?) stock for tang safety in excellent conor email: lynnlevengood@gmail.com
WANTED- Mannlicher-Schoenauer rifle or car- dition. Stripped. Philip -sparholt@mail.tele.dk
bine in any 9.3mm caliber. Norman Tonn, 2112 (90)
M1952, .270, Half stock, double trigger, weltE. 13th St., The Dalles, OR 97058 [88]
WANTED - Almost any MS parts, screws, zlar 4x scope, sling, original cleaning kit, origisights, buttplates. Contact Lynn at lynnleven- nal leather case, for scope, some ammo, photos
upon request. $ 1,500.00 OBO. Contact Rick at
good@gmail.com or call 907-457-3844
zrickrnemonagle@gmail.com
WANTED- 9.5 MS carbine, any condition con1950's sporter stock with small cut out for side
sidered. Lynn ph 907-457-3 844 or
mount, $500 plus postage. Steve Nelson, nellynnlevengood@gmail.com
WANTED - Want "Echo" side-mount, short sons-custom@comcast.net, (541 )745-5232
base only for Mod 1903 MS. Also need complete MCA,. 270 half stock, double trigger. Very
"Echo" side-mount (with rings and long base) for very nice $1380 contact Lynn Levengood at
lynnlevengood@gmail.com
Mod MCA (circa 1960) MS.
Contact Paul Diggle at sdiggle@telus.net
WANTED - DST for Steyr Zephyr, complete or
parts. Alternate design drawings or loan of a set
BUTTSTOCK CLEANING ROD
for copying. Will pay resonable expenses. Philip
- sparholt@mail.tele.dk (90)
Fits trap buttplate of early MIS Rifles.
WANTED - Wrecked/defect Styr Zephyr, or
Stainless Steel. Made in U.S.A. (With
parts. For custom project. Most needed are stock,
Brass handle and patch holder- fits in
barrel and receiver. (Stock alone will do) Conone hole for spare cartridge)
dition regardless. Philip - sparholt@mail.tele.dk
(90)
$55.00 Shipped prepaid

SCHROEDER BULLETS
619-423-8124 VOICE & FAX
Specializing in
old and odd jacketed calibers

Steve Schroeder
619.423.3523
1421 Therma!Ave • SanDiego, Ca92154

German Gun
Collectors Association
P.O.Box-'29
Mayfield, Utall 114643
Tel. (435) 979-9723
Fax (43!1) !129-7966

Email:
sale!!@gcrmanguns.com
'I'I'WW.germanguns.com

FOR SALE

Advertisements of up to one column inch
available to current members at no charge on
space availab le basis. Members please submit
ads with copy of membershjp card or mailing
label and under separate cover.
Photo ready display, commercial, nonmember, and additional space member class ified,
$25.00 each column inch or part thereof, if on
text pages, $30.00 per inch. Business card ad is
$25.00
Send WANTED and FOR SALE ads
to TMC Editor, 93 1 Vide Way, Fairbanks, AK
997 12-1134 or email: 1ynnlevengood@gmail.
com
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HIGH NORTH PRODUCTS INC.
PO BOX 2, ANTIGO, WI 54409
715.627.233 1
Buy both guns??
There will be a 10% discount!
Ml956 .30-06 caliber Carbine with Nikon
2x7 scope on Redfield mount and rings. The
traditional stock has been replaced by a beautiful
unchecked custom Bishop walnut stock. Stock,
metal and bore are excellent. Very accurate.
$1800.00 plus shipping. Email bsjak@sbcglobal.
net for information/photos.
M1960 .30-06 caliber Rifle with circa 1960
Weaver 3x9 "Micro Trac" scope on 1960 era
Leupold "Ajusto Model II-A" mount and rings
which allows both windage and elevation
adjustments.
Wood, metal and bore are excellent. Very
accurate. $1700.00 plus shipping. Email bsjak@
sbcglobal.net for information/photos.
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MCA Editorial Office
931 Vide Way
Fairbanks, AK 99712 USA
lynnlevengood@gmail.com

Application for Membership
Name
(Last)

MCA Membership Office
P. 0. Box 588
Hamilton, TX 77842 USA
MCA Archive Office
P. 0. Box 966
Washougal, Washington 98671 USA
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(First)

(Middle)

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __
Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone L___)
Degrees,Titles _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of Birth _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Annual membership dues payable at the first of each year.
U.S. $25.00. Overseas $34.00 Life membership $500.00.
Please remit dues to the membership office.
A subscription to TMC is included with each membership .
The Editors welcome manuscripts, photographs, and artwork
addressing technical desriptions of Mannlicher, Steyr &
related Continental Arms, production data, ballistics, and
experiences afield. Submissions will be handled with care,
but their safety cannot be guaranteed. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope if return of a submission is desired.
Ballistic data reflects unique conditions; so neither the
M. C.A. nor the author( s) accept any liability for applications
of the data. These materials should be sent to the MCA
Editoral office.
All rights reserved by M.C.A. except by written permission.
Library of Congress: ISSN 0883-6949 C2004, Printed in
U.S.A.
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Executive Editor

Robert Blank, A.S.

Managing Editor

Lynn Levengood, J.D.

Copy Editor
German Language Editor
Australian/Reuters News Editor

Deanna Ugarkovich

MCA DUES ENCLOSED:
North American Annual Membership

$ 25.00 _ __

Overseas Annual Membership

$ 34.00 _ _ __

Life Membership

$500.00 - - - -

Conditional Life Membership
$ 100.00 x 5 years
Mannlicher Co llectors Patch

Amount Enclosed

$ 100.00 _ __
$

5.00 _ _ __

US$ _ __ _

Forward application and make check payable to:
~:r,e rotnnnlic{Je~ <toUedo~ ~GGodntion

P.O. Box 588 • Hamilton, Texas 76531
I certify that I am not, nor have I ever been, a
member of any organization or group advocating the
overthrow by force or violence of the Government of
the United States or any of its political subdivisions; that
I have never been convicted of a crime of violence or a
felony; and that, if admitted to membership, I will fulfill
the obligations of good sportsmanship and good citizenship
and that I will support the purposes of the Mannlicher
Collectors Association.

John J. Stransky, Ph.D.
David I. Skinner

Applicant's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sponsor (M.C.A. Member) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Application _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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